Abstract. For iteration of quintic power sum of digits there are seven fixed points, two 2-circles, one 4-circle, one 6-circle, two 10-circles, one 12-circle, one 22-circle and one 28-circle. The probabilities for natural numbers falling into each fixed point or circle by several times iterating of quintic power sum are unbalanced. In it about 1/3 fall into 22-circle, about 1/4 into 28-circle, the probability of falling into 12-circle is slightly less than 1/4, that of falling into seven fixed points is less than 1%.
Introduction
The black-hole number problem is a topic of conversation that is extensively paid close attention to recently. Paper [1] gives out periodic points and fixed points of iteration of quartic power sum of digits, paper [2] also mention it. This paper studies periodic points and fixed points of iteration of quintic sum of digits based on paper [1] .
Lemma
Natural number and its iteration of quintic power sum of digits are congruent with respect to module 3. 
The proof is completed. From proof of the Lemma, its conclusion can be generalized to iteration of sum of digital arbitrary odd power. 
Proof
First, since 9 5 =59049, then quintic power sum of digits of each six-bit number is less than 9 5 ×6=354294. In other words, arbitrary natural number that greater than 354294, by one iteration of quintic power sum, the conclusion is must less than itself. So we only need to verify the theorem by computing natural numbers that less than 354294.
Second, based on commutative law of addition, the conclusion of iteration of n-power sum of digits is uncorrealated with the order of digits. So it doesn't need to compute all natural numbers that greater than 354294, it is practicable only to compute numbers that its higher bit less than or equal to lower one within 354294.
By iterating 4416 positive integers that satisfied with conditions mentioned above, we obtain following conclusions:
1. Only trivial 1 fall into fixed point 1. It is congruent with 3 with respect to module 1. 2. Only 1145 fall into fixed point 4151 and by only one iterating. It is congruent with 3 with respect to module 2.
3. Only 22779 fall into fixed point 92727 and only147999 fall into fixed point 194979 by one iterating. They are congruent with 3 with respect to module 0.
4. Three numbers: 145, 244456 and 335677 fall into fixed point 4150, by one, two, two iterating respectively. They are congruent with 3 with respect to module 1.
5. Three numbers: 888, 3489 and 334668 fall into fixed point 93084, by two, one, two iterating respectively. They are congruent with 3 with respect to module 0.
6. There are 22 numbers falling into fixed point 54748: {44578}, {13669, 35677}, {12358, 114577, 122227, 123379, 223369}, {55579, 125566, 133666, 228889, 233578, 235777, 333478}, {13678}, {247, 11227, 244477, 255889, 256699}, {11113}。They are congruent with 3 with respect to module 1 and each group fall into fixed point 54748 by one to seven iterating respectively.
7. Only two numbers 38889 and 155679 fall into 2-circle (89883,157596) by one iterating. They are congruent with 3 with respect to module 0.
8. There are 161 numbers falling into 2-circle (58618,76438). 
